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From a kids perspective.. non-etheless, I think individuals who tend towards the hippie side
will enjoy that a lot. This book will make you think, in a great way; I loved the language and
design of writing even though it was challenging and slightly hard to comprehend in a few
spots. This book can help you take into account the food you eat!. It has also given me hope
that I will be able to see Joel Salatin's fantasy in my own lifetime. From the very lengthy set of
books, this and  To be or not really to be a vegetarian? A Poignant Read If you have ever
wondered where your food comes from/how agriculture features in modern society, this is
actually the book for you. I would suggest this book to anybody, not merely interested in food
but human character, the relationships between plant life, animals, and fungi, authorities, and
an opportunity for a richer, more natural life.That is an extremely interesting book - well
thought out and investigated. Happy Readings! It can be depressing and a little pessimistic,
especially in the 1st few chapters, but it's balanced with later hopeful chapters about how
exactly agriculture can sometimes be better for the Earth than simply leaving it alone will be
and how we can choose smarter farming methods and food choices too. While this is a
required reserve for my college class I must say I must say i enjoyed reading it! It really is
amazing how corn is normally in absolutely everything from high-fructose corn syrup to
seafood meals; He also discusses vegetarianism, presenting a few of the arguments pro and
con.!.. Corn which can be sprayed with pesticides that eliminate everything except the corn -
bugs, weeds. well, you get the theory. Vote with Your Fork This i s the finish of one diil e mma
and the start of another. Feed great deal cattle are fed corn to fatten them up though it makes
them terribly unwell and reduces the number of valuable nutrients available to grass fed
cows. Multiply that by lamb, chicken, goat, salmon, tilapia, shrimp and you get a concept of
why you are eating corn at every food whether you understand it or not. Substance this with
the fact that 3 companies control the corn product from seed to pesticide to fertilizer which
monoculture is there to get you in a single way or another.. Must Go through!...! Anyhow, Pollan
did an excellent job investigating the meals chain and its influence on the environment be it
our inner flora or lifestyle on the planet... I don't feel like there was a clear answer on what a
person could do to help the cause, but I'm sure it's not hard to find on the web with meals
being such a popular subject currently.Rising Powers, Shrinking Planet: The New Geopolitics
of Energy were my complete favorites. To end up being upfront, this book it is moderate to
leftist in its views, as is usually Michael Klare's book, but both books opened up my eyes to an
entirely new way of thinking about my Economics & Policy degree... I recommend them to
people in every disciplines, including casual visitors who are just starting to inform themselves
about these topics. Michael Pollan wrote this book in an informal manner, as if sitting around a
table with the reader and having a conversation about this great journey he took, yet by the
end of the discussion the reader is left with plenty of knowledge they can make use of in
countless ways. An excellent, fun browse that I cannot imagine anyone not really liking.
Definitely well worth reading it. I am not really certain that I wish to consume meat again as
Pollan tells the reader how these feeder lot cows, pigs and chickens in fact live and die.
seafood to . Enables you to wonder everything you are eating. A real eye opener! Essential
read for anyone who cares about what he eats! Fascinating book. My son sent it to me as a
“must browse”. He was correct! The book takes a detailed look at where our foods come from
and the economic, chemical, environmental and interpersonal impact of the procedure. The
author takes a long consider the overproduction of corn in this country (who understood?) and
how evidently because of this government supported process, many animals raised for meat
(cows, hens, pigs) are fed corn within a mass production procedure. This changes the



chemical makeup of the meats, results in hormone and antibiotic make use of, and cruel
conditions for the animals, who are raised basically as production products with everything
designed to maximize weight gained per unit of corn necessary to feed them. He shares his
views of those methods and meals, stopping lacking explicitly telling us how to proceed, but
his recommendations are obvious. gasoline to color; From there he chooses he will eat meat
but needs to experience hunting, therefore we get his perspective on this, as well as entering
forests to gather mushrooms.For me, this is a eye-opening and fascinating book. I sensed like I
learned a lot of things I should have previously known and today have much more insight into.
Also, his whole approach to food just felt so wholesome concerning make me need to go our
own lifestyle for the reason that direction, particularly making more effort to get locally
produced food items, even if indeed they cost more. Also, to pay more attention to where in
fact the foods we purchase come from and take into account the carbon footprint of, for
example, blueberries flown here by jet from Central or South America. (Why not get them in
summer season as preserves or jelly and just not eat them new out of season?). Therefore,
overall most highly recommended to be examine by everyone! A must-read Great book; great
price Well worth your time Pollan explores some of the ways People in america get their
meals in this painstakingly-researched reserve. He follows the food chain from sunshine and
plant to his table, examining three different paths this can take all the way to his table. How do
you bring modification.) He shares his experiences as he visits farmers, hunters/slaughterers,
and gatherers and learns what happens each step of the way. He will go on to check out what
“organic” has come to mean in this nation, (not much), and then to work briefly on a farm which
does indeed increase cows, pigs and chickens in areas of grass in a sustainable method.
Actually very interesting and engaging to read. Just as interesting is usually his investigation of
corn. I don't remember much of anything from the course except the info from this reserve.
Spoiler alert you will look at corn differently.. lectures I provide.and cows.. This publication is
very helpful and has helped me understand even more about the food system.among a great
many other things however the first 1/4th of the book actually shocked me. I extremely
suggest everyone examine this even just for the attention opening of the food industries. It's a
reserve I would complete on and it's an extremely easy read (not like a textbook that overuses
big words and phrases). It was similar to reading a journal. To be or not to become a
vegetarian? Really, not really my idea of humane. I'm 13 and as a requirement for my AP
Individual Geography Class We read this reserve. it requires very much chewing before you
digest it! I'd highly recommend this to anyone who wants to be the best consumer at the
grocery store, someone who recognizes the true cost of each product on the shelves. Years
later on, I'm still referencing them in papers & Omnivore's Problem was assigned if you ask me
in an upper-level economics program, along with other similar books. While a growing
number of acreage is specialized in mono-crops, chiefly corn, we are the "benefactors" of
precisely what can be corn related. (Or in one case, to his car, because the first food was
McDonald's, consumed while driving. We each do that be being even more thoughtful about
what we consume. The wealthy descriptions of landscapes and feelings, had taken me
through a range of feelings and produced me confront "the omnivores dilemma" at once. I'm
an environmental studies student, so maybe biased, but this is very investigative and
informative about the processes our food goes through to get to us. Great read, accessible for
just about any level Fantastic book! Where does food result from It's a simple query most
don't ask and fewer find out. This reserve starts a journey and leaves the reader on a lifelong
quest to see it through. Great book. The last part was mostly the author's reflections. The book



is really on point regarding the info on agriculture, permaculture, corn (great info on this plant)
and so on. As a pop technology book is actually interesting even when he meditated an
excessive amount of on the sacrifice character makes to feed us by the end of the publication.
:v A little bit silly that component, IMHO.. I also LOVED his dissertation on vegetarianism. He's
not really a veggie, but I enjoyed a lot the space he gave to the ethics of pet eating and the
honest thought he gave to his own eating habits. I'd have liked a bit more science, but I
believe both research geeks and hippies will be satisfied and discover this book a good read. I
cannot recommend this book more!
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